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Left: Art adviser Ana Sokolov and FLORA ars+natura curator Jose Roca. Right: Wiels Centre for Contemporary Art
director Dirk Snouwoert and artist Francis Alÿs.

Friday was my day to wind it up. It began at curator Chris Sharp and artist Martin Soto Climent’s oneroom
project space, Lulu, in Roma Sur, and a preview of “The Luluennial: A Slight Gestuary,” the first of a three
part biennial that cocurators Sharp and Fabiola Iza characterized as “a reliquary of slight gestures.” Tagged
to a photograph by Gabriel Orozco, it included small works making big impressions by a halfdozen mostly
European artists that were all a breath of fresh air.
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Left: Dealer Prem Krishnamurthy. Right: Dealer Rhiannon Kubicka.
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Left: Dealer Jose García Torres and artist Simon Fujiwara. Right: Artists Mario Garcia Torres and Ryan Gander.

Among them were Thea Westreich and Ethan Wagner. The firstline collecting couple arrived early on the
third, a Tuesday, and stopped in for tea and mole at the new Roma Norte home of expat artist Danh Vō.
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Sharp then led the way to the Auditorio BlackBerry, the theater where Material’s second edition was opening
for the day. This fair, cofounded by Yautepec Gallery dealers Brett Schultz and Daniela Elbahara with
Incontemporary Art Advisory founder Isa Natalia Castilla, is really a true, lowrent alternative to MACO—
small, energetic, friendly and unpredictable. Dealer Prem Krishnamurthy’s presentation of paintings by Elaine
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